Adam Sandauer

Warsaw, May 5 2019

The Honorable Georgette Mosbacher
Ambassador of the United States of America
OPEN LETTER
Your Excellency,
I am writing to request your assistance in effecting the removal of a
slanderous anti-Semitic film that has been posted on YouTube. The Google
search engine posts it as one of the top findings linked to my name. The film
relates to an event which occurred on January 27 2018 on the Studio Polska
television programme, when I left the studio after being insulted by an antiSemitic interlocutor. I subsequently returned to the programme after receiving
apologies from its hosts. I am in possession of a video copy of the film, where the
described events are recorded, which I have enclosed on a disk.
The anti-Semitic film, posted on YouTube complete with title and a
commentary by its author, presents a somewhat different account of what took
place. According to the film, Sandauer ran from the studio for fear of being asked
about the Just Act 447. The protagonist of the film /and numerous
commentaries/ is presented as a Polish patriot chasing away ‘the Jew’ /in this
case myself/, and most of the nearly one thousand commentaries are racist.
Below please find some examples (I do sincerely apologize for any discomfort
some of the used profanities may cause):
-- Sh**, they’re coddling this f****** Jew as if he were made of glass.
-- Clear out of the studio, clear out of Poland if you don’t like it!!!
-- WE HAVE TO FINALLY PUT A STOP STOP TO OUR COUNTRY BEING
TRAMPLED ON BY THIS SEMITIC DOG.

-- The kike blew his top after hearing a few words of truth.
-- When you tell the Jews some truth in their face, they run from the studio like rats
from a sinking ship.
-- Stop lying. A Jew comes into the studio and says he’s not a Jew but a Pole. Read
up on it Sandauer. A JEW and nothing else!!!!
-- The TRUTH is painful for their people, not chosen but hypocrites who’ll do
anything for a shekel.
-- JEWS GET UP AND LEAVE SLAVIC SOIL.
-- Clear out of Poland into a kibbutz!!!
-- Sh**, f*** the Jews !!!!!!!
-- God save us from these parasites.
-- This guy Sandauer can’t even speak Polish properly, he doesn’t know the
meaning of the most basic terms. So what kind of Pole is he then?
-- If you can’t adapt p*** off! Poland is for Poles!
And many more in the same vein.
By propagating racism, this anti-Semitic film infringes on YouTube regulations
and should have been removed long ago. However, it is still accessible despite
repeated pleas from myself, my attorney and many internauts.
I have no possibility to sue the author as I know neither his name or place of
residence. Therefore, I would like to ask you to kindly suggest a way in which I
can protect my good name from slander. For health and financial reasons, I am
unable to bring charges against YouTube before a US court.
Neither am I personally in a position to investigate why YouTube has chosen to
promote this slanderous, hate-breeding film in breach of its own regulations,
instead of removing it.
If the aim was to show anti-Semitism in Poland, then I must stress that I have no
intention of playing the rather demeaning role of an exhibit – the traditional
Jewish whipping-boy. Either for anti-Semites or YouTube.
In view of the above, I wish to request you, Your Excellency, to kindly undertake
all steps in keeping with the H.R. 672 Combating European Anti-Semitism Act
necessary for the removal of this scandalous material.
In hope for your assistance in this matter, I remain,
Respectfully yours,

